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Evoked responses have been recorded from the scalp of normal human
 
subjects to continuous sinusoidally-MOdulated Amplitude-~ulated tones.
 
The responses were periodic in nature, and a Fourier transform was used
 
to quantify the amplitude and the phase of the constituent fundamental
 
frequency and harmonic components. The fundamental frequency of the
 
response equalled the frequency of the uoaulation envelope and the
 
amplitude of the harmonic c~ponent8 was usually less than the fundamental.
 
The responses were also found to be invariant with time for periods
 
exceeding 30 minutes.
 

Responses could be recorded for carrier frequencies from 250Hz to 8kHz
 
and for modulating frequencies from 25Hz to 200Hz although the largest
 
respons~s were obtained when the carrier frequency was in the range
 
500Hz to 2kHz and with the modulating frequenc1 between 40Hz and 100Hz.
 

With the modulating frequency held constant, variation of the carrier
 
frequency led to phase changes in the response's fundamental frequency.
 
The phase changes corresponded to time delays of approximately 1 msec
 
for each octave decrease in the carrier frequency. Responses were also
 
found to be largest when the carrier frequency was an integer multiple of
 
the modulating frequency.
 

An investigation was also made of the relationship between the response
 
amplitude and the stimulus sound pressure level (SPL). It was found
 
that the logarithm of amplitude of the fundamental frequency of the
 
response ~us directly proportional to the stimulus SPL, whereas the
 
phase of this component did not significantly vary. The responses
 
were generally recordable down to sensation levels of 20-30dB.
 

The physiological, psychoacoustical end audiological implications of
 
these results will be discussed.
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